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Breit frame  

Breit frame  separates struck quark  (current hemisphere) 

and  proton remnant (target hemisphere) 

Current region is  analogous  

to a single hemisphere in e+e-    annihilation 

Target  region  is similar to a  proton fragmentation region  

in pp interactions 
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 Kinematic variables  for  ep  e’ X    

DIS    interactions      

Diffractive  events:  

no hadrons  between current and  proton remnant   - rapidity gap events 
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H1:  DIS ( e+p  scattering),  one dimensional measurement (1D) ,  charged particles   

ZEUS:   DIS (e p  scattering) - Breit frame,  charged particle ,  1D and 2D   

              ●   different parametrisation (Goldhaber, exponential shape)     

              ●   charged and neutral  kaons, 1D 

H1 and ZEUS contributions to the studies on BEC 

All  investigations have been performed in DIS   

●   Different   parametrisations  of correlation function  

         Goldhaber  shape of parametrisation for  a static source  with Gaussian  density distribution 

          exponential shape  in relation to  the Lund string model 

          power law behaviour  in relation to fluctuation in particle production  (intermittency case)  

●    Diffractive and non-diffractive   events 

●    Different intervals  of the charged multiplicity 

Reference samples:  

                                two-particle unlike-sign inclusive distribution 

                                uncorrelated pairs  by mixing tracks from different events  - mixed events 

                                Monte Carlo without  BEC  

                                double ratio using  mixed events 

Reference samples:  

                                  two-particle unlike-sign inclusive distributions 

                                  Monte Carlo  without BEC 

                                  double ratio using mixed events                                                 
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R = P(1,2) / (P(1) * P(2)) ,    

P(1,2) -        two-particle inclusive density 

P(1), P(2) -  single-particle inclusive densities 

BEC  are usually described in terms of the two-particle normalized density R  

In experiment,  R is  constructed   normalizing to  a reference  sample  Pref    

which  is  two-particle  density  in the absence of  BEC 

R(Q12)  =  P(Q12) / P
ref(Q12) , 

where  Q12   is the Lorentz invariant four-momenta difference of  the bosons   

with four momenta p1 and p2 given as: 
    

   Q12  =   -(p1 – p2)
2    =    M2  - 4 m2

boson 

M is invariant mass of the pair of bosons  and mboson  is the boson rest mass 

P(Q12)  =  1 / N (dnbb / dQ12),     
where  nbb  is number of  boson pairs   and  N is  the number of events 
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H1  results :                

 Data   1994, integrated luminosity (IL)  = 1.21 pb-1 

non-diffractive  data  and  Monte Carlo predictions 

MC without BEC MC with BEC 

Bose-Einstein effect is visible in like-sign pairs  

T   Q12    
Good  agreement with MC prediction 

For small T <0.2 Rlm data systematically exceed  

BE effect rises faster than expected  from a  Gaussian  par.     
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H1  results 

Diffractive data nad MC  

BE effect  visible  for like-sign pairs 
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RR  discriminate BEC from other  dynamical correlations, it  correct for the detector acceptance, analysis cuts ... 

Non-diffractive and diffractive data  

Using double ratio RR:  

Observed differeces  due to 

the production of long-lived 

 resonances and   

 -interactions in the final state 

 r from event-mixed  method 

closer to input value 

used in  the  

MC generator with BEC 

non-diff. diff. 
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Kinematical and multiplicity dependence of BEC 

Fit to  the  RR  Gaussian parametrisation 

The  r and   parameters are found within statistical errors  

to be independent of the kinematical region considered 

Non-diffractive sample 

Parameter  r   increases  with increasing multiplicity. 

Small changes  for  are observed 
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Alternative   parametrisations  of BEC  

1 

2 

3 

1.   Gaussian 

2.   Exponential 

3.   Power Law 

The exponential  parametrisation in T 

and power law in invariant mass 

can  describe  

the Bose-Einstein enhacement  

Observation confirm   

the existence of  a  scale-invariance 

in multi-hadron production?  
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H1  and  other   experiments  

Radius  vs  charged particle density  

The H1   results    are consistent  with the  trend  observed in hadron-hadron collisions 
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R(Q12)  =  R(Q12)
data  /  R(Q12)

MC(n0BE) 

Region with decay products of the resonances 

which  are not well descibed by MC simulation 

ZEUS:  1D – charged particles  

The double   ratio R(Q12)  was used : 

BE enhancement is  clearly visible 

An example 

Both parametrisations give fits of similar quality  

Data 1996 -2000, IL = 121 pb-1   ,  4 <  Q2  <   8000 GeV2   

              1997  ,  3.9 pb-1 ,    0.1  <  Q  2   <   1  GeV2     
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ZEUS – 1D –charged particles) 

  Studies of  Q2  dependence  of  the  r  and   parameters.  The  Gaussian parametrisation was used 

       This has been done   for the total measured phase space   

       and  for  current and target  regions  of the Breit frame 

●    Within the  statistical and systematic uncertainties, the data  indicate no  variations with   virtuality 

of the exchange photon, Q2 ,  in the range  of  0.1 <  Q2  <  8000 GeV2   

 It is   consistent   with H1  measurement  given  for  6 <  Q2  < 100 GeV2   

Average value  

with  / ndf   0.5 

●   No  significant difference  between the BE  effects in the current and target regions of the Breit frame 

●   No sensitiveness to the hard subprocesses ? -  possible that it is  a global feature of  hadronization  phase 
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  ZEUS – 2D  correlation function   

  In LCMS , for each pair of the particles,  the sum of  two momenta   p1 + p2   is  

     perpendicular to the  * q axis,   

  The three momentum difference  Q = p1 - p2  is  decomposed  in the LCMS  into: 

     transverse QT  and  longitudinal  component  QL  =  | pL1 - pL2 | 

  The longitudinal  direction is aligned with  the direction  of motion of the initial quark 

      (in the string model  LCMS - local  rest  frame  of  a  string) 

    In DIS ( Breit frame), the  LCMS  is defined as : 

Parametrisation -  

in analogy to 1 D: R = (1+ TQT + LQL)(1+ exp( - r2
TQ2

T  - r
2
LQ2

L )) 

The radii  rT  and rL  reflect the transverse and longitudinal extent of the pion source 

To probe  the shape  of  the bosons  source the Longitudinally Co-Moving System LCMS was used 

The physical axis was chosen  

as  the  virtual photon (quark) axis  
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BEC -   2 D 

Two - dimensional  correlation function   

R(Q L,QT)  calculated  in   LCMS 

in analogy to 1 D analysis   

Projections : 

slices in QL and QT   

Curves : fit  

An  example : 

Fit  quality : 2/ndf   1 

- using  two-dimensional  

Gaussian  parametrisation 
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ZEUS  BEC  -  2 D  charged particles    

The results confirm the string 

model predictions:  

the transverse correlations  length 

showed be smaller than  

the longitudinal one 

No  significant dependence of the elongation  on Q2 

It  was reported  also 

 by LEP (3D)  experiments: 

DELPHI, L3, OPAL  

The pion-emitted region, as observed 

 in the LCMS, is elongated with  

 rL being larger than rT 
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Results  -  2 D : DIS   and    e+e– annihilation  

 ZEUS:  rT / rL  = 0.62 ± 0.18 (stat) +/- 0.07/0.06 (sys.) 

        DELPHI :   rT / rL  = 0.62 ± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.05 (sys.) 

  

              Can  we  compare   DIS  results  ( i.e.  rT / rL)  with e+e– ?   

 

In  e+e–   studies,  3D  analysis and  different  reference samples  are often used,  

but  for OPAL and  DELPHI experiments (at LEP1,  Z0  hadronic decay)  - analysis 

is partially similar to ZEUS:   

OPAL  (Eur. Phys. J, C16, 2000, 423 ) - 2 D  Goldhaber like fit  to correlation function in 

(QT,QL) variables, unlike-charge reference sample, 
DELPHI (Phys. Lett. B471, 2000, 460) - 2 D analysis in (QT,QL),   but  mixed -events  as 
reference sample.  
 
 We try  to compare them  with  DIS  results  for   high   Q2  :     400        Q2     8000  GeV2  

   OPAL:  rT / rL  = 0.735 ± 0.014 (stat.)    ( estimated  from reported  ratio  rL/rT ) 

DIS  results   compatible   with  e+e–   
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ZEUS 1D -charged and neutral  kaons 

DIS events,  1996 – 2000, s = 300 /330 GeV, IL = 121 pb-1,  2 < Q2 <  15 000 GeV2 

dE/dx   vs    track momentum , p  

f, F  -  functions of  p , motivated  

by Bethe-Bloch equation. 

f = 0.008/p2 + 1.0 

F = 0.17/p2 + 1.03 (mips, GeV) 

K+ 

K- 

f =  0.008/p2 + 1.0 

F = 0.18/p2 + 1.03 (mips, GeV0 

An example for positive  charge 
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ZEUS 1D   - charged  and  neutral  kaons 

The correlation function  used  in analysis : 

Gaussian parametrisation: 

Results  of analysis:  
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H1 +  ZEUS  +   LEP 

DIS   results  agree  within the statistical and  systematic  uncertainties  with  measurements  from LEP    
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K0
S K0

S :  rapidity correlations     

No cut  for  Q12   for   kaons pairs 

Cut for  Q12  where  BE effect  

was observed 

A significant amount of  short  range   correlations may  come from BE 

effect 

Other  studies  
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Dependence of  BEC  radius   on hadron mass 
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Conclusions 

●  An interesting fact is the high compatibility of the obtained values of the 

radius of the hadron production volume, r, between experiments where BE 

effect have been measured for  different types of particle interactions: ep, e+e- , 

pp. 

Can it be associated with the universatility of the hadronisation phase of these 

interactions? 

●  It is  expected that further theoretical and experimental efforts  

 will allow  for discovery the new aspects of BE effect 


